**Recent Post Graduate Degree Career Paths**

- Electrical Engineer, Motor Controls
- Design Engineer
- Electrical Automation Deployment Engineer
- Functional Safety Engineer
- Associate Compliance Engineer
- Distribution Engineer
-Controls Engineer
- Engineer, Systems Support
- Systems Engineer
- Leadership Team
- Research Scientist
- Embedded Software Engineer
- Technical Staff Engineer
- Electrical Power Engineer
- Software Engineer
- Product Engineer
- Engineer II
- Systems Support Associate Compliance Engineer
- Weapon Systems Design Engineer
- Imaging Engineer
- Test Engineer
- Controls Engineer
- Engineer I
- Application Programer
- Controls Engineer
- Electrical Engineer II
- Electronics and Security Systems Engineer
- Imaging Engineer
- Technical Solutions Engineer
- Storage Performance Engineer

**Median first destination salary**
- CpE Master's: $80,000
- EE Master's: $78,500

*Compiled from 2018-2021 survey of graduating MS and PhD students. Additional information: career.sites.clemson.edu/data_analytics/*